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GRADES 6-12 DISTANCE LEARNING 
School Name  Aledo Middle School 

Grade Level  8th Grade 

Week of  4/13/20 
*All assigned work due by Sunday at midnight 

 

(Algebra) 
Week at a Glance 

*This week’s lesson addresses the following learning standards: 
graph quadratic functions on the coordinate plane and use the graph to identify key attributes, if 

possible, including x-intercept, y-intercept, zeros, maximum value, minimum values, vertex, and the 
equation of the axis of symmetry; Tek A1.7(a) 

 
     solve quadratic equations having real solutions by factoring, taking square roots, completing the 

square, and applying the quadratic formula; Tek A1.8(a) 

Lesson Frame: 
 

WE WILL…  
graph quadratic functions on the coordinate plane and use the graph to identify key attributes, if 

possible, including x-intercept, y-intercept, zeros, maximum value, minimum values, vertex, and the 
equation of the axis of symmetry; Tek A1.7(a) 

     solve quadratic equations having real solutions by factoring, taking square roots, completing the 
square, and applying the quadratic formula; Tek A1.8(a) 

 
I WILL…   solve quadratic equations by graphing and factoring. 

 
SO THAT I CAN…  Understand the relationships between the various ways that we solve quadratic 

equations and be able to visually picture a graphical solution 

Estimated Time to Complete: 2 hours 

Resources Needed (This is also assigned to you in Google Classroom): 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=104Rsz3iOa4bspehlNBrjeDGeX8_Iu3Q7xnpT-3glnT4 
 
Non-Digital Resources:  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I-8mIBcJywrUP4AYk1xVbdA_qCM3MmcY/view?usp=sharing 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=104Rsz3iOa4bspehlNBrjeDGeX8_Iu3Q7xnpT-3glnT4
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I-8mIBcJywrUP4AYk1xVbdA_qCM3MmcY/view?usp=sharing
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Lesson Delivery (What do we want you to learn?): 

Quadratic Roots & Discriminants: 
Students will watch the teacher lesson video 
 
Solving by Factoring: 
Students will watch the teacher lesson videos 

Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do?): 

Tasks: 
Complete a Check-In: 
Students will have a check in over “Week of April 6th” Lesson 

1. Part 1: Boom Cards → Practice - FastPlay 
a. https://boom.cards/fastplay/hars 

2. Part 2: Boom Cards → Grade (slide 5) 
a. This is an assignment under classwork in Google Classroom.    Make sure to login 

using your school google account.    Here is the link - but it is better to log in from 
Classroom. 
https://wow.boomlearning.com/hyperplay/bnJ2Yq9p5SZeD4JMo/GTskGDGpqw8fhw
L5Q/ 

 
Quadratic Roots & Discriminants: 

1. Watch and take notes with the teacher lesson video (slide 7) 
2. Finish notes handout (optional) and complete Quadratic Roots & Discriminant HM  

a. #1, at least half on #2-9, at least half on #10-15 
3. Now check your work on your notes and homeworks.  (slide 8) 

a. Quadratic Roots & Discriminants Notes KEY 
b. Quadratic Roots & Discriminants HM KEY 

4. Critical Write: 
a. Padlet Question - We have basically taken apart the Quadratic Equation with the first 

part of the formula being the axis of symmetry and what is under the radical sign is the 
discriminant.   You haven’t used the Quadratic Formula yet - but from a graphing 
standpoint why do you think it works - this is assigned under Classwork in Google 
Classroom. 

Solving by Factoring: 
5. Watch and take notes with the teacher lesson videos (slides 9 & 11) 
6. Finish notes handout (optional) and complete Solving by Factoring HM 

a. Work enough problems where you have a GREAT understanding 
i. This is building off factoring and is an essential standard for the High School 

7. Now check your work on your notes and homeworks. (slides 10 & 12) 
a. Solving by Factoring Notes KEY 
b. Solving by Factoring HM KEY 

Thinking Map: 
8. In your journal, fill in the Classifying Thinking Map (tree map) on what methods we have 

learned, so far, to Solve Quadratics and determine their solutions (zeros, x-intercepts, roots). 
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Below each method, describe what you must look for or the process you must take to find the 
solution to your Quadratic.  

Create and Submit (What do we want you to turn in?): 

Make sure the following evidence of learning are included and turned in thru GC or your journal 
 
❏ Part 1: Boom Cards (Fast Play Pin) (slide 5) 
❏ Part 2: Boom Cards (login using Google Account); QUIZ 
❏ Critical Write (Padlet Question) (slide 8) 
❏ Thinking Map (slide 12) 

Optional Extension Opportunity (What do we want you to do if you want to extend your learning?): 

Choose any of the following IXL activities below: 
❏ https://www.ixl.com/math/algebra-1/solve-a-quadratic-equation-by-factoring 
❏ https://www.ixl.com/math/algebra-1/using-the-discriminant 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

https://www.ixl.com/math/algebra-1/solve-a-quadratic-equation-by-factoring
https://www.ixl.com/math/algebra-1/using-the-discriminant

